AMERICAN ANNOUNCES
ADDITIONAL FLIGHTS TO EUROPE AND
SERVICE FROM BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA
AND WASHINGTON AS WELL AS NEW YORK

We are happy to announce American's latest schedules for transatlantic service -- effective January 2nd, -- incorporating new flights from Boston, Philadelphia, and Washington to Europe in addition to the 13 flights originating in New York.

The stepped up schedules increase American's transatlantic flights from 14 to 16, and provide the following weekly frequencies of service from this continent to Europe.

To: Amsterdam  3  To: Frankfurt  7  To: Oslo  1
Berlin  2  Gander  16  Shannon  16
Copenhagen  1  London  7  Stockholm  2

The flights from Boston will leave on Sunday and Thursdays of each week and wing their way to Ireland and London. Philadelphia's flight leaves on Tuesday and goes to Ireland and London, while Washington's first flight leaves on Saturdays and goes to Ireland, London and Amsterdam. A second weekly flight leaves the Washington National Airport every Wednesday for Ireland, Amsterdam, Frankfurt-am-Main and Berlin.

Travelers who go abroad by Flagship find the same superlative service to which they are accustomed on American Airlines' domestic routes. Transatlantic Flagships carry not only a Stewardess but also a Purser whose first objective is the passenger's comfort. And speaking of comfort, you will be surprised to find that transatlantic flying is even smoother than over land, and just as smooth in Winter as in Summer.

With the addition of these schedules, the difficulty in obtaining return reservations has been almost entirely eliminated. Now you may make your return bookings with ease before you leave the United States. And you can look forward to even greater frequency of schedules -- for example, additional flights from New York to London are already in the offing.

May we suggest you call your nearest American Airlines ticket office or your Travel Agent, if you're planning a European trip soon. They'll be more than glad to give you full information about our overseas services, and will advise you concerning all arrangements for your trip.

Cordially yours,

R. E. S. Deichler
Vice President -- Traffic
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